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The purpose of this study was to determine the threshold of velopharyngeal coupling1

area at which listeners switch from identifying a consonant as a stop to a nasal in2

North American English, based on V1CV2 stimuli generated with a speech production3

model that encodes phonetic segments as relative acoustic targets. Each V1CV2 was4

synthesized with a set of velopharyngeal coupling functions whose area ranged from5

0-0.1 cm2. Results show that consonants were identified by listeners as a stop when6

the coupling area was less than 0.035-0.057 cm2 depending on place of articulation7

and final vowel. The smallest coupling area (0.035 cm2) at which the stop-to-nasal8

switch occurred was found for an alveolar consonant in the /ACi/ context, whereas9

the largest (0.057 cm2) was for a bilabial in /ACA/. For each stimulus, the balance10

of oral versus nasal acoustic energy was characterized by the peak nasalance during11

the consonant. Stimuli with peak nasalance below 40 percent were mostly identified12

by listeners as stops whereas those above 40 percent were identified as nasals. This13

study was intended to be a precursor to further investigations using the same model,14

but scaled to represent the developing speech production system of male and female15

talkers.16

Keywords: vocal tract, model, nasalance, speech production, speech perception17
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I. INTRODUCTION18

The acoustic characteristics that allow listeners to differentiate a stop consonant from its19

nasal cognate are produced by the action of the velopharyngeal mechanism, a muscular valve20

that includes the velum (soft palate), lateral pharyngeal walls, and the posterior pharyngeal21

wall (cf. Lubker, 1968; Bell-Berti, 1976,1980; Perry, 2011). This valve controls the size of the22

velopharyngeal port, allowing modulation of the acoustic and aerodynamic coupling of the23

main vocal tract to the nasal passages (cf., Surrurier & Badin, 2008). During production of24

a nasal consonant, an oral occlusion coincides temporally with velar lowering so that sound25

propagating in the vocal tract may be coupled to the nasal system and radiate at the nares.26

In contrast, during production of high pressure consonants such as stops and fricatives, the27

velum is elevated to reduce the size of the velopharyngeal port or close it completely. This28

facilitates a build-up of pressure that generates a plosive sound when a complete occlusion29

is released for a stop, or turbulence (i.e., frication) when a partial occlusion is formed for a30

fricative.31

For typical speech production, the velopharyngeal port is controlled in synchrony with32

other articulators to be open to some degree for nasal consonants and nasalized vowels,33

and mostly closed for high pressure consonants. If, however, the velopharyngeal mechanism34

is impaired due to a structural difference such as cleft palate, or a neurologic condition35

such as dysarthria or apraxia, a talker may have inadequate control over the coupling port36

size resulting in weak pressure consonants, nasal emissions, and nasalization of vowels (cf.,37

Kummer 2011, Kummer et al., 2015). In the most severe form, weak oral pressure is re-38
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flected as replacement or substitution of oral stops with nasal consonants. Although these39

conditions may limit complete closure of the velopharyngeal port, the acoustic effects of40

nasal coupling may not be perceived by listeners as long as the port size is smaller than a41

critical threshold value of cross-sectional area (e.g., Warren, 1967; Bell-Berti, 1980; Dalston42

et al., 1991a; Warren et al., 1994). Velopharyngeal port areas have been measured with43

aerodynamic techniques (Warren & Dubois, 1964; Lubker, 1969; Warren, 1967) and imag-44

ing methods (Dang et al., 1994; Story et al., 1995; Surrier & Badin, 2008; Sundstrom et45

al., 2020), and also related to the acoustic measure of nasalance (Fletcher, 1974; Dalston46

et al., 1991b; Seaver et al., 1991). Critical threshold values of cross-sectional area based47

on these studies, however, have mostly been determined for vowel nasalization or over the48

time course of speech passages, not for individual consonants. Investigating how the degree49

of velopharyngeal coupling during consonant production affects acoustic characteristics and50

perception is necessary for understanding its communicative function.51

Relating velopharyngeal port area to the perception of consonants typically requires the52

use of a speech synthesizer or model of speech production to generate an acoustic output53

that can be presented to listeners. For example, Abramson et al. (1981) conducted a per-54

ceptual experiment based on a stimulus continuum generated by an articulatory synthesizer55

representative of an adult male (Rubin et al., 1981) in which the independent variable was56

the maximum velopharyngeal port area achieved during a velar lowering gesture. They57

found that the phonetic boundary between /d/ and /n/ in syllable initial position occurred58

for a maximum velopharyngeal port area that ranged from about 0.03 cm2 to 0.06 cm2 de-59

pending on the final vowel. The more open the vowel, the larger the velopharyngeal port60
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area. Although their experiment confirmed previously observed correlations of vowel height61

and velopharyngeal port size during perceived vocalic nasality, Abramson et al. did not62

reach a conclusion regarding the physical basis for these effects. They noted that House63

and Stevens’ (1956) proposed ratio of oral and nasal impedances may describe the acoustic64

characteristics of nasalization, but there was no apparent straightforward relation of the65

frequency-dependent complexity of this ratio to perceptual responses. More recent studies66

have shown that nasalance, the ratio of acoustic energy radiated at the nares to the total67

acoustic energy radiated during speech, tends to be lowest in open vowels when produced68

with a particular velopharyngeal port area (Story & Bunton, 2012; Bunton, 2015), and when69

produced by talkers with velopharyngeal insufficiency (Lewis et al., 2000). Thus, the results70

reported by Abramson et al. could be interpreted as showing that a larger velopharyngeal71

port area is needed for open vowels to ensure that the nasalance is high enough that listeners72

perceive nasality.73

It can be noted that the range of velopharyngeal port areas reported by Abramson et al.74

(1981) were in stark contrast to the articulatory synthesis/perceptual experiments reported75

by House and Stevens (1956) and House (1957) for nasalized vowels, and Hecker (1962) for76

nasal consonants. In these studies, velopharyngeal port areas as large as 4 cm2 were needed77

to achieve perceptual responses for nasal categories. The synthesizer used in these early78

experiments, however, was a pre-digital era electrical circuit analog of the vocal tract that79

had none of the built-in constraints on articulation that the later Rubin et al. (1981) digital80

version included. This, along with other potential idiosyncrasies of the device, may have81

affected the oral-nasal coupling size required for listeners to respond that a nasal vowel or82
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consonant was heard. In addition, Abramson et al. pointed out that previous physiological83

observations (cf. Bjork, 1961, Warren, 1967) suggested that the “...linguistically useful region84

of velopharyngeal control lies in the range from zero to little more than 1 cm2.” This upper85

value coincides with imaging-based measurements showing that the velopharyngeal port86

area was about 1 cm2 during rest breathing as well as for production of /m/ (Dang &87

Honda, 1994). In another imaging study the port ranged from 1.04-1.26 cm2 for one talker’s88

productions of /m, n, N/ (Story et al., 1996). The port sizes in both studies were likely89

larger than would be expected in connected speech due to the necessity of the consonant90

productions to be sustained for severals seconds in the supine position and in the presence91

of acoustically-intense MR scanner noise.92

An experiment reported by Beddor and Strange (1982), using stimuli also generated with93

the Rubin et al. (1981) articulatory synthesizer (representative of an adult male), found the94

phonetic boundary between /bA/ and /mA/ to occur when the maximum velopharyngeal95

port area was about 0.072 cm2. This boundary was the same for listeners who were native96

speakers of either English or Hindi. In the same study, Beddor and Strange also showed97

that the velopharyngeal port area required for listeners to cross over from identifying /bA/98

to a nasalized /bÃ/ must be greater than 0.12 cm2. This is close to the 0.16 cm2 port99

area that Bunton (2015) reported as the point at which the perceptual ratings of nasality100

in vowels plateaued. Thus, the perception of vowel nasalization seems to require larger101

velopharyngeal port areas than is needed for identification of nasal consonants. Considering102

that there is continuous upward and downward movement of the velum during connected103

speech (Bell-Berti & Krakow, 1991; Bell-Berti, 1993), this is likely advantageous from a104
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motor control perspective because a range of velopharyngeal coupling areas can occur during105

speech production without evoking a percept of nasality.106

Investigation of the relation of velar movement to the acoustic characteristics of nasal-107

ization and nasal consonants has been facilitated by advances in articulatory modeling. For108

example, Surrier and Badin (2008) detailed a three-dimensional (3D) model of the velum109

and nasopharyngeal wall that was based on data obtained from magnetic resonance imaging110

(MRI) and x-ray computed tomography (CT). A principal component analysis (PCA) of 46111

different articulations of one speaker showed that velar movement could be controlled by two112

degrees of freedom. This representation of the velum was built into the framework of a larger113

articulatory model with which acoustic characteristics resulting from velar movement, and114

hence velopharygeal coupling area, could be calculated. Similarly, Birkholz (2013) described115

an articulatory model that allows for direct control of velar, tongue, and lip positions. With116

stimuli generated with this model, a perceptual experiment was conducted in which CV117

syllables including stops, liquids, and nasals were identified by listeners, but a threshold for118

velopharyngeal coupling area was not determined.119

The purpose of this study was to further investigate the relation of velopharyngeal cou-120

pling area to perception of stop versus nasal consonants with an experiment designed much121

like those reported by Abramson et al. (1981) and Beddor and Strange (1982). Instead122

of using an articulatory synthesizer, however, stimuli were generated by a speech produc-123

tion model that operates by deriving the time-variation of the area function directly from124

phonetic segments encoded as relative acoustic targets in the form of resonance deflection125

patterns (RDPs) (Story & Bunton, 2019; henceforth, SB19). Understanding the effects of126
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velopharyngeal coupling is part of further development of the model aimed at producing in-127

telligible speech. The modeling approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 with three RDPs sequenced128

in time from left to right across the top of the figure that specify the phonetic segments of129

the word “bad” (/bæd/). The variables δ1, δ2, and δ3 specify the direction and magnitude130

of the intended deflection of each of the first three resonance frequencies of the vocal tract131

relative to those of an underlying substrate. A neutral, baseline vocal tract configuration132

is the substrate for vowels which, in turn, forms the substrate for consonants. Any δ with133

a positive value indicates an upward shift in resonance frequency and a negative value in-134

dicates a downward shift. The δs are ordered in Fig. 1 from bottom to top to emulate the135

spatial arrangement of formants in a spectrogram. The parameter µ in the top position of136

each RDP controls the degree to which that RDP will affect the vocal tract shape. Stops137

require µ ≥ 1.0 to form a full occlusion, whereas values of µ < 1 can be used to specify vocal138

tract shaping for vowels, liquids, glides, and fricatives. The variables tpk shown just below139

each RDP indicate points in time at which the RDPs would be maximally expressed in the140

speech signal, and k is an index for the attributes that belong to each intended segment.141

By modulating each RDP with a temporal “event” function as shown in the middle142

portion of Fig. 1, they are transformed into time-dependent deformations of the vocal tract143

shape (not shown in the figure) via calculations of acoustic sensitivity functions. During144

time periods where the event functions overlap, multiple RDPs affect the derived vocal tract145

shape, but maximal expression of any given RDP occurs at the time associated with the146

peak of its event function. The output of this process is the modulation of the vocal tract147

area function that would generate the word “bad”. The nasal component of the model (cf.148
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Story, 2005, 2013; and see Fig. 2a) can be coupled to the main vocal tract during any149

portion of an utterance by specifying a time-varying cross-sectional area that represents the150

velopharyngeal port. The velopharyngeal coupling functions shown in the bottom portion151

of Fig. 1 would transform the {b} and {d} into {m} and {n}, respectively, and to some152

degree nasalize the vowel {æ̃}, resulting in the word “man”. This transformation would be153

successful, however, only if the maximum coupling area max[An(t)] were large enough to154

produce the acoustic characteristics that would indicate to a listener the presence of nasal155

consonants.156

The specific aim of this study was to determine the threshold of velopharyngeal coupling157

area at which listeners switch from identifying a consonant as a stop to a nasal, based on158

stimuli generated by the SB19 model. Although the listeners in this experiment were all159

native speakers of North American English, to avoid language-influenced responses that may160

arise from word-level stimuli, they were asked to identify the consonant in V1CV2s where161

V1 was always /A/, C was a bilabial, alveolar, or velar occlusion, and V2 was /i, æ, A, u/.162

Each V1CV2 was synthesized multiple times with velopharyngeal coupling functions where163

max[An(t)] increased from 0-0.1 cm2. This systematic change in coupling area alters the164

balance of nasal versus oral acoustic energy during the consonant and portions of the initial165

and final vowels, from one stimulus to another. It was hypothesized that the coupling area166

at which listener identification switches from a stop to its nasal cognate would be closely167

aligned with those reported by Abramson et al. (1981) and Beddor and Strange (1982),168

and that it will be dependent on the final vowel. The stimuli generated for this study were169

based on using the SB19 model in a form representative of an adult male talker so that the170
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results can be directly compared to reports in previous literature. The intent, however, is171

for this study to serve as a precursor to a more extensive investigation of velopharyngeal172

coupling during speech development based on an age-dependent model of both male and173

female talkers (cf. Story et al., 2018).174

II. METHOD175

A. Synthesis of V1CV2 stimuli176

As described in the Introduction, speech stimuli were generated with a speech production177

model based on SB19. This model, shown schematically in Fig. 2a, operates at the level of178

the area function and includes tubular representations of the vocal tract, piriform sinuses,179

velopharynx, nasal passages, sphenoid sinus, and maxillary sinuses; the trachea is also rep-180

resented but not shown in the figure. For this study, the overall vocal tract length was 17.5181

cm which is representative of an adult male. The location of velopharyngeal coupling is182

indicated at a location 8.8 cm from the glottis, and if the coupling area is nonzero, the nasal183

passages and sinuses become part of the overall model. The configuration of nasal passages184

and sinuses is based on data reported in Story (1995) and Pruthi et al. (2007); analogous185

data was reported by Dang and Honda (1994). In the real human system, coupling of the186

vocal tract to the nasal tract results from lowering the velum. This has the secondary effect187

of slightly modifying the shape of the vocal tract in the vicinity of the velum. To account188

for this change, the velopharyngeal portion and corresponding region of the vocal tract area189
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function are adjusted based on the “distributed coupling method” explained in Pruthi et al.190

(2007), and is similar to the technique used in Feng and Castelli (1996) and Maeda (1982).191

The vocal tract configuration was controlled in the manner described in SB19 and demon-192

strated in the Introduction. That is, a series of acoustic events, specified along a time axis,193

dictate deflections of the vocal tract resonance frequencies (RDPs) relative to those of either194

a neutral tract configuration in the case of vowels or an underlying vowel in the case of con-195

sonants. Each event is temporally modulated by an event function so that at each instant196

of time a particular resonance deflection pattern (RDP) is scaled and transformed, via cal-197

culation of acoustic sensitivity functions, into a time-varying deformation of the vocal tract.198

Typically, for connected speech the event functions overlap in time allowing multiple RDPs199

to affect the ongoing changes in vocal tract configuration that generate a target utterance.200

The event functions used in this study to generate the collection of synthetic V1CV2201

utterances are shown in the lower portion of Fig. 2b. During the time an event function has202

an amplitude of 0.0, that particular event has no effect on the vocal tract shape, whereas,203

when the amplitude is 1.0 the event is fully expressed in the deformation of the vocal tract.204

The temporal characteristics of the event functions in Fig. 2a were designed to achieve205

considerable overlap of V1, C, and V2 in order to approximate the coarticulatory effects206

of natural speech. The timing of the consonant event function was roughly modeled after207

those estimated in Story (2009) where the time variation of consonant constrictions were ex-208

tracted from midsagittal cross-distance functions reconstructed from articulatory fleshpoint209

trajectories of the tongue and lips. The event functions for the onset and offset vowels were210

specified such that their maximum overlap would occur at about the midpoint of the con-211
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sonant event function. The overall duration of the three segments was also roughly aligned212

with the VCVs analyzed in Story (2009), but the durations of V1 and V2 were allowed to be213

more nearly equal in the present study. In addition, the characteristics of the event functions214

for V2 were set differently for each intended vowel so that their respective resonance frequen-215

cies achieved their most extreme values (i.e., were at the corner positions in the [fR1, fR2]216

vowel space) at nearly the same time in each V1CV2. As can be seen in Fig. 2b, both the217

/i/ and /u/ vowels required two overlapped event functions slightly offset in time in order218

to generate vocal tract configurations that produce resonance frequency patterns represen-219

tative of these vowels. The /æ/ and /A/ were each generated with one event function, but220

the onset of the /æ/ was slightly delayed relative to the /A/. In all cases, informal listening221

by the authors was used to verify that each V1CV2 was free of epenthesis of a neutral vowel222

between the vowels and consonant. The RDPs and additional parameters associated with223

each event needed to replicate the stimuli with the SB19 model are given in Table I.224

Coincident with the event functions are a set of time-dependent velopharyngeal coupling225

functions, An(t), as shown in the upper portion of Fig. 2b. With the exception of the226

baseline function that is equal to 0.0 throughout the entire duration, all other An(t) functions227

impose some amount of coupling of the vocal tract to the nasal system during the interval228

of 0.05-0.5 seconds. The temporal parameter settings for An(t) were identical to those of229

the consonant event function given in Table I, except that twk
= 0.171 s, an increase of230

0.068 s relative to the consonant event function. This, along with a hold interval thk = 0.034231

s, produced an overall width at half-maximum to be 0.205 s assuring that nasal coupling232

began just prior to onset of the consonant, and continued past its offset. The overall shape233
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and duration of velopharyngeal coupling functions are analogous to the time-variation of234

velar movement reported by Carignan et al. (2021, p. 343) for production of /Vnd/ and235

/Vnt/. In their study, the velum gesture duration ranged from 0.286 − 0.318 s, but these236

were based on measurement of temporal points along the gesture that were well below the237

half-maximum. If duration of the An(t) functions in Fig. 2b were measured at 20 percent238

of maximum value, it would be 0.294 s, which is within the range reported by Carignan239

et. al. To generate the stimuli, there were 11 different coupling functions, each with the240

same time course, but with incremental increases in maximum coupling area value. The241

largest coupling area was 0.1 cm2, a value based on previous literature on vowel nasalization242

and nasal consonants (Abramson et al., 1981; Beddor & Strange, 1982; Bunton, 2015). The243

An(t) coupling function, or more specifically, its maximum value, was the primary dependent244

variable for the listening experiment.245

Figure 3 shows the vocal tract area functions generated for each V1CV2 along with their246

corresponding resonance frequencies (formants), fR1, fR2, fR3 calculated with a transmission247

line approach (Sondhi and Schroeter, 1987; Story et al. 2000). For each of the twelve cases,248

the collection of gray lines represents area functions produced over the time course of each249

utterance; configurations representative of V1, C, and V2 have been emphasized with the250

thick black dashed, red solid, and thick dotted lines, respectively. The location of the251

velopharyngeal coupling is indicated by the vertical line located at 8.8 cm from the glottis.252

The time-varying resonance frequencies shown as thick black dots in the upper panel of each253

figure represent the V1CV2 utterance in a stop consonant condition (i.e., An(t) = 0). The254

thin black lines are the resonance frequencies that would be generated in the absence of the255
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consonants, and are included so that their relation to the consonant can be easily observed256

(e.g., for all V1CV2s with bilabial constrictions, the resonances are deflected downward257

relative to the underlying vowel). In addition, the gridlines in each resonance frequency plot258

are set to the values representative of the neutral vocal tract configuration on which all the259

area functions are constructed. The gray box within each plot indicates the temporal extent260

of the consonant portion of each utterance.261

Speech signals are generated with the model by aerodynamically and acoustically coupling262

the glottal area produced by a kinematic model of vocal fold motion (Titze, 1984, 2006) to263

the trachea, vocal tract, and nasal tract. A wave-reflection algorithm (Liljencrants, 1985;264

Story, 1995; Titze, 2002) is used to compute the acoustic wave propagation in the airways,265

and interaction of the glottal area with the time-varying acoustic pressures present just266

inferior and superior to the glottis generates the glottal flow signal (cf., Titze, 2002). The267

wave propagation algorithm also includes energy losses due to yielding walls, viscosity, heat268

conduction, and radiation at the lips, nares, and skin surfaces (specifically as described in269

Story (1995)).270

Audio samples were generated for each of 12 V1CV2s shown in Fig. 3 in combination with271

the 11 velopharyngeal coupling functions shown previously in Fig. 2b, resulting in bilabial,272

alveolar, and velar continua within four final vowel contexts for a total of 132 individual273

stimuli (12 x 11). In Fig. 4a, the time-varying area function generated for the alveolar version274

of the /ACA/ (Fig. 3, row 2, col. 3) has been projected onto a vocal tract profile to provide275

a more anatomically-realistic perspective. The inset plot shows the fundamental frequency276

(fo) contour used for all stimuli which rises slightly during the first half of the utterance and277
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then decreases over the latter portion. Two stimuli generated with the model are shown278

spectrographically in Figs. 4b and 4c. They represent the two ends of the velopharyngeal279

coupling continuum, one with no coupling and the other with a maximum coupling value of280

0.1 cm2, and would presumably be identified consistently as /AdA/ and /AnA/, respectively.281

The alveolar quality of both stimuli is apparent from the downward shift of the first formant282

and upward shift of the second and third formants during the consonant onset. The voiced283

stop nature of the first stimulus is indicated in Fig. 4b by the presence of only low frequency284

energy due to radiation from skin surfaces in the interval from 0.25-0.32 seconds, whereas285

the spectrogram of stimulus 11 in Fig. 4c clearly shows the energy radiating from the nares286

spread along the frequency axis during this same time interval. In addition, a portion of287

both V1 and V2 in stimulus 11 are nasalized due to the velopharyngeal coupling that begins288

prior to the consonantal occlusion; for reference, the coupling function is shown as the dotted289

line at the bottom of the spectrogram (scaled to fit on a frequency axis).290

With the timing parameters for C and An(t) held constant for every V1CV2 stimulus, the291

duration of the consonant as measured spectrographically based on low-amplitude energy292

was about 0.07 s, regardless of place of constriction or stop versus nasal. This duration is293

within the range reported by Crystal and House (1982, p. 710) for voiced stops and nasals294

in North American English spoken both at slow rates. The 0.07 s value is perhaps slightly295

long for a voiced stop and a bit short for a nasal. More recently, Smoorenberg and Heeren296

(2021) measured durations of Dutch /m/ and /n/ in over 3000 samples collected from 54297

talkers. Their analysis showed a mean duration of 0.065 s for /m/ and 0.075 s for /n/, thus298
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the 0.07 s duration for the V1CV2 stimuli is in the middle of their reported range for the299

two consonants.300

The twelve audio continua, with 11 samples each, are available as multimedia files1 Mm.301

1 to Mm. 12. In addition, animations of the time-varying vocal tract corresponding to the302

example cases in Fig. 4 (/AdA/ and /AnA/) are available as multimedia files Mm. 13 and303

Mm. 14.304

Mm. 1. /b/ to /m/ in context ACi, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).305

Mm. 2. /d/ to /n/ in context ACi, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).306

Mm. 3. /g/ to /N/ in context ACi, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).307

Mm. 4. /b/ to /m/ in context ACæ, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).308

Mm. 5. /d/ to /n/ in context ACæ, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).309

Mm. 6. /g/ to /N/ in context ACæ, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).310

Mm. 7. /b/ to /m/ in context ACA, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).311

Mm. 8. /d/ to /n/ in context ACA, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).312

Mm. 9. /g/ to /N/ in context ACA, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).313

Mm. 10. /b/ to /m/ in context ACu, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).314

Mm. 11. /d/ to /n/ in context ACu, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).315

Mm. 12. /g/ to /N/ in context ACu, File type “m4a” (206 Kb).316

Mm. 13. Animation of time-varying vocal tract for /AdA/ with audio, File type “mov”317

(240 Kb).318
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Mm. 14. Animation of time-varying vocal tract for /AnA/ with audio where the red319

triangle that appears in the middle of movie represents the velopharyngeal coupling,320

File type “mov” (240 Kb).321

B. Consonant identification experiment322

Listeners were recruited from the undergraduate student population at the University323

of Arizona to participate in the consonant identification experiment. Fourteen listeners324

had completed the experiment by December 2019, at which time the authors halted data325

collection in order analyze the responses for presentation at the Motor Speech Conference326

in February 2020. The intent was to resume data collection following the conference, but327

COVID19 pandemic restrictions precluded in-person listening experiments over the subse-328

quent 18 months. Although an online alternative was considered, the lack of experimental329

control of the listening environment is a significant disadvantage, especially when partic-330

ipants would be identifying consonants based on the acoustic effects of small increments331

in velopharyngeal coupling area. Instead, it was decided to report the experimental results332

based on the 14 participants whose responses were collected in a laboratory. All participants333

were naive to the experiment, self-reported as native speakers of North American English334

and passed a hearing screening of 20 dB HL at 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 Hz (American Speech-335

Language-Hearing Association, 1997). All procedures were approved by the Institutional336

Review Board at the University of Arizona.337

Individual listeners were seated in a sound booth where audio samples were presented338

via a single loudspeaker (Yamaha HS5 studio monitor) placed one meter in front of the339
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listener. Each audio sample was normalized such that its maximum absolute amplitude was340

set to 80 percent of the dynamic range. The experiment was controlled using the ALVIN341

interface (Hillenbrand & Gayvert, 2005), and each stimulus presentation consisted of one342

of the 132 synthesized V1CV2s. Listeners were instructed to identify the consonant using343

a forced-choice paradigm where the computer screen displayed buttons with IPA phonetic344

symbols for the six consonants /b, d, g, m, n, N/. Each stimulus was randomly presented345

four times, and listeners were allowed to replay any particular stimulus if needed (Story &346

Bunton, 2010 and 2021; Bunton & Story, 2012). A collection of 528 consonant identification347

responses (132 stimuli x 4 presentations) was typically completed by a participant in about348

20 minutes. Prior to beginning the experiment, each listener participated in a brief training349

session in which natural speech V1CV2s were presented as stimuli via the same ALVIN350

interface so that listeners could practice responding by pressing buttons mapped to the351

phonetic symbols. This was to assure that each listener was 1) familiar and comfortable352

with the task, and 2) competent in responding with phonetic symbols (although, only the353

/N/ symbol was different than standard alphabetic letters).354

Individual listener responses for each continuum (bilabial, alveolar, velar) within each355

final vowel context /i, A, æ, u/ were aggregated into the categories of either “stop” or356

“nasal” as a function of the 11 maximum velopharyngeal coupling areas. That is, any357

response of /b, d, g/ was called a “stop” and any response of /m, n, N/ was called a “nasal.”358

This categorization had little effect on the bilabial and alveolar continua since nearly all359

responses were /b|m/ or /d|n/, respectively, but for the velar continua /N/ was sometimes360

confused with other consonants, mostly /n/. This is not surprising considering that /N/ is361
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often in final position in English, thus making its identification in a V1CV2 a more unusual362

task than the other nasal consonants.363

Identification data along each continuum of a particular listener were normalized by364

dividing by the number of responses, and then converted to percentages. The resulting data365

points were fit with a curve based on piecewise cubic interpolation (Fritsch and Carlson,366

1980; implemented as the “pchip” algorithm available in MATLAB, Mathworks, 2019). A367

50 percent criterion was used to determine the velopharyngeal coupling area at which the368

perception of manner switched from stop to nasal.369

To address the main effects of place of articulation and vowel context as well as the in-370

teraction, a linear mixed-effects (LME) model was used. These tests were executed in SPSS371

(IBM Statistics 26). Place of articulation and vowel context were entered as fixed effects,372

listener was entered as a random effect, and the velopharyngeal coupling area cross-over373

point was entered as the dependent variable. When findings of the LME model revealed sta-374

tistically significant main effect or interaction effects, post hoc comparisons were performed375

and Bonferroni adjustments were applied. The critical alpha level for all tests was set to376

p < 0.05.377

C. Calculation of nasalance378

To provide a physical measure of nasalization for comparison to the identification data col-379

lected from listeners, nasalance was calculated for each synthetic V1CV2 stimulus. Nasalance380

is typically calculated as the ratio of the acoustic energy radiated at the nares to the total381

combined energy radiated at the lips and the nares (cf. Fletcher et al., 1974; Dalston et382
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al., 1991). For natural speech, this is accomplished by recording audio signals from two383

directional microphones separated by a plate that fits the contour of the talker’s face just384

superior to the upper lip. Analogously, for the synthetic V1CV2s generated with the area385

function model, nasalance can be calculated based on output signals representing the sound386

radiated at the nares, lips, and skin surfaces of the neck and face. The latter signal, which387

is a critical acoustic component in voiced stops, is automatically generated by the yielding388

wall in the wave propagation algorithm that generates sound for each stimulus (Story, 1995,389

p. 70). Nasalance was calculated based on the nares signal, and summation of the lip and390

skin surface signals.391

Time-varying nasalance, in percent, was calculated for each V1CV2 with the equation,392

N(t) = 100
En(t)

Els(t) + En(t)
(1)

where En(t) and Els(t) are RMS pressures determined over 0.05 second overlapped Gaussian393

windows (α = 2.5) at increments of 0.003125 seconds. Examples of nasalance calculations394

are shown in Fig. 5 for three stimuli in the /ACA/ context where “C” was intended to be an395

alveolar consonant. Pressure signals, along with their respective time-varying RMS contours,396

are plotted in the upper part of each panel, and the calculated nasalance function is shown397

in the bottom part. These three stimuli were chosen in order to demonstrate the nasalance398

near or at the endpoints of the continuum of velopharyngeal coupling area (stimuli 3 and 11,399

respectively) and in the middle (stimulus 6). As expected, the nasalance is highest in each400

case during the time when the oral cavity is completely occluded (i.e., from about 0.25-0.33401

sec.), and increases with increased coupling area. The nasalance never reaches 100 percent402

because there will always be some amount of energy from the skin surface radiation present403
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in the denominator of Eqn. 1. The peak nasalance (Npk in Fig. 5) that occurred during each404

V1CV2 was used as the primary physical measure for comparison to the identification data.405

III. RESULTS406

Mean identification curves (i.e., response data averaged across the 14 listeners) are shown407

in the upper row of Fig. 6 for each continuum (bilabial, alveolar, velar) within each final vowel408

context (/i, A, æ, u/). Each curve indicates the percentage of stimuli identified as a stop409

consonant plotted as a function of the maximum area value in the 11 An(t) velopharyngeal410

coupling functions (see upper portion of Fig. 2b). The left and right edges of the gray411

rectangle in each plot represent, respectively, coupling areas at the 50 percent crossover412

point that are one standard deviation below the minimum mean and one standard deviation413

above the maximum mean of the three ID curves. The coupling areas corresponding to the414

crossover point for each identification curve are given in the figure legends, as well as in415

Table II (columns labeled “ID”); standard deviations are also included in the table. It can416

be noted that the replay option was used in only 8.4 percent of all presentations of stimuli to417

listeners. Of this 8.4 percent, fewer than half were used to replay a stimulus in the vicinity418

of the coupling area crossover point (i.e., stimulus 5, 6, or 7).419

The mean location of the stop/nasal crossover point along the coupling area continuum420

ranged from 0.035-0.057 cm2 and was dependent on both the intended consonantal place421

of articulation and the final vowel context. The switch from perception of stop to nasal422

required the smallest velopharyngeal coupling area in the alveolar continua, regardless of423

the final vowel, whereas the bilabial continua required the largest coupling areas in all but424
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one final vowel context (i.e., for ACu the velar crossover was located at a slightly greater425

coupling area). When averaged across the four final vowel contexts, however, the mean426

crossover coupling area for the bilabial continua was clearly larger than the alveolar and427

velar continua (see Table II, bottom row). With respect to the four final vowel contexts,428

the coupling areas required to switch from stop to nasal were largest for the ACA stimuli,429

regardless of place of articulation, ranging from 0.049 cm2 for the alveolar continuum to430

0.057 cm2 for the bilabial continuum.431

Although the standard deviations indicate considerable variability across listeners, there432

was a statistically-significant effect of both place of articulation (F(2,143), p=0.000) and433

vowel (F(3,143), p=0.000), and the interaction of consonant and vowel was also significant434

(F(6,143), p=0.019). Pairwise comparisons indicated that differences in crossover coupling435

area for bilabial-alveolar and alveolar-velar were significant (p=0.000), but not for bilabial-436

velar. With regard to vowel, crossover coupling areas were significantly different (p=0.000)437

between /i/-/A/, /æ/-/A/, and /u/-/A/, but /i, æ, u/ were not different from each other.438

The stop/nasal crossover data obtained for each listener along with the SPSS commands439

used to perform the analysis are included as supplementary material2.440

For comparison to the listener ID results, the peak nasalance values, Npk , calculated for441

the stimuli along each continuum (bilabial, alveolar, velar) within each final vowel context442

(/i, A, æ, u/) were plotted as a function of the maximum area value in the 11 An(t) velopha-443

ryngeal coupling functions, and are shown in the lower row of Fig. 6. The peak nasalance444

gradually increases from low to high values as the coupling area is increased from 0 to 0.1445

cm2, mirroring the listener data. Based on minimizing root-mean-square error, the points446
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along the An axis at which the nasalance curves crossed a threshold of 40 percent (horizontal447

line in each plot) provided the best overall match to the stop/nasal crossover points deter-448

mined from the listener ID functions. In other words, when the peak nasalance in most of449

the V1CV2 stimuli exceeded 40 percent, listeners identified a nasal consonant more often450

than a stop. The coupling areas corresponding to the crossover point for each nasalance451

curve are given in the figure legends, as well as in Table II (columns labeled “Nasalance”).452

In all final vowel contexts, the velopharyngeal coupling area at which the nasalance crossed453

the threshold was largest for bilabial consonants. With one exception (/ACu/), this is the454

same result indicated by the listener ID data. The crossover point was, however, smallest for455

velar consonants in all vowel contexts, not the alveolar category like the listener responses456

showed. In addition, regardless of place of constriction, the crossover coupling area was457

largest for the /ACA/ stimuli (with the exception of the bilabial crossover being equal in the458

/ACu/ context), the same as shown by the listener data. The overall mean crossover point459

calculated across the three places of constriction and four final vowel contexts was 0.045 cm2
460

based on nasalance calculations, compared to 0.046 cm2 based on listener ID results.461

IV. DISCUSSION462

The main finding of this study was that listeners identify the consonant in V1CV2 stimuli463

generated by the SB19 model as a stop when the velopharyngeal coupling area was less than464

0.035-0.057 cm2 depending on place of articulation and final vowel. The smallest coupling465

area (0.035 cm2) at which the stop-to-nasal switch occurred was found for an alveolar con-466

sonant in the /ACi/ context, whereas the largest (0.057 cm2) was for a bilabial in the /ACA/467
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context. In fact, the coupling area crossover point was smallest in the alveolar continuum for468

every final vowel context, and largest in the /ACA/ vowel context for the bilabial, alveolar,469

and velar continua. As hypothesized, these values of velopharygeal coupling (see also Table470

II) are comparable to those reported by Abramson et al. (1981) in their “Experiment 1,”471

the paradigm most closely aligned with the present study. They showed that identification472

of stimuli as /d/ crossed over to the /n/ category at about 0.04 cm2 when the final vowel473

was /i/ and just less than 0.06 cm2 for /A/. The results of the analogous conditions in this474

study, as can be seen in Table II, are 0.035 cm2 and 0.049 cm2, respectively. These values475

are well within the standard deviations indicated by Abramson et al. (see their Fig. 5, p.476

334). Beddor and Strange (1982) reported a stop-to-nasal crossover coupling area of about477

0.072 cm2 for a bilabial continuum where the final vowel context was /A/. This is larger478

than any of the crossover coupling areas determined in the present study but is close to one479

standard deviation of the mean crossover point along the bilabial continuum in the /ACA/480

context (i.e., 0.057+0.014 = 0.071 cm2).481

The calculation of the peak nasalance, Npk , that occurred during the consonantal closure482

interval of each V1CV2 provided a physical measure that seems to parallel the listener483

responses, at least to some degree. Specifically, stimuli with Npk < 40 percent were mostly484

identified as stops whereas those with Npk > 40 percent were identified as nasal consonants.485

The 40 percent threshold was determined by minimizing the RMS difference between stop-486

nasal coupling crossover points from listener ID functions to those based on peak nasalance.487

Interestingly, Dalston et al. (1991) empirically established that a nasalance score greater than488

32 percent, based on the Nasometer [Pentax Medical, formerly Kay Elemetrics], accurately489
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predicted expert listener judgements of hypernasality for talkers reading a standardized490

passage with no nasal consonants. It is not surprising, then, that a peak nasalance threshold491

of 40 percent in the present study was found to correspond to a point at which listener492

identification switched from stop to nasal. That is, the ratio of the acoustic energy radiated493

at the nares to the total combined energy radiated at the lips, from skin surfaces, and the494

nares needs to be slightly greater for a listener to detect that a consonant is a nasal than495

for the percept of hypernasality in connected speech.496

The velopharyngeal coupling crossover points determined from peak nasalance (see Table497

II) also indicated trends similar to the listener data. For instance, bilabial consonants appear498

to require the largest velopharyngeal coupling area in order for Npk to exceed the 40 percent499

threshold. This is likely because the sound radiated from the skin surfaces is somewhat more500

intense when the consonantal constriction is located at the lips than when the constriction501

is located in the alveolar or velar regions. This is due to the vibratory pressure generated by502

the vocal folds affecting a greater extent of the vocal tract. In fact, in every case shown in503

the bottom row of Fig. 6 the crossover points are ordered such that velar< alveolar<bilabial504

suggesting a systematic reduction in skin surface acoustic energy during the consonantal505

occlusion as the location moves from the lips to other locations within the vocal tract. The506

ordering of crossover points based on the listener ID functions, however, was alveolar<velar<507

bilabial. Considering all listeners were native speakers of North American English, the switch508

of alveolar for velar as the smallest coupling area crossover in the identification experiment509

may be related to /N/ being in the middle position of a V1CV2 rather in a more typical510

final position. As noted in Section III, the raw listener responses did indicate that /N/511
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was sometimes confused with other consonants, mostly /n/, suggesting some perceptual512

ambiguity between alveolar and velar place when velopharyngeal coupling was present.513

Another similarity between the nasalance calculations and the listener ID data was that514

the velopharyngeal coupling crossover points based on peak nasalance functions were largest515

for the final vowel /A/. Because Npk always occurred during the consonant closure interval,516

this means that the coarticulatory influence of the final vowel /A/ affected the vocal tract517

shape differently enough to generate a nasal-to-oral energy ratio that was slightly smaller518

for a given coupling area than for the other vowels. It is interesting Abramson et al. (1981)519

reported essentially the same result. That is, listeners maintain their perception of a stop520

consonant for larger velopharyngeal coupling areas with increased openness of the final vowel.521

Although there are some differences between velopharyngeal coupling crossover areas522

determined from the listener ID functions relative to those calculated from peak nasalance523

functions, when averaged across the three places of constriction and four final vowel contexts,524

they are nearly identical; i.e., 0.046 cm2 based on listener data, 0.045 cm2 from nasalance525

functions. In general, this result suggests that, to be identified as a nasal consonant, the526

velum must be lowered enough to allow for a velopharyngeal coupling area greater than527

about 0.045 cm2. Conversely, this result also suggests that if a talker is not able to produce528

velopharyngeal coupling areas less than about 0.045 cm2, perhaps due to velopharyngeal529

insufficiency, the peak nasalance may never be less than 40 percent, and production of a530

consonant identified as a stop may not be possible. Considering the variability of the listener531

responses, a velopharyngeal coupling area threshold of 0.045 cm2 is fairly well-aligned with532

reports by Warren (1979) and Warren et al. (1989) who showed that velopharyngeal port533
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areas should be less than 0.05 cm2 to provide “adequate” closure in order to build up534

sufficient intraoral pressure for typical production of stop consonants. They also categorized535

the coupling area range of 0.05-0.09 cm2 to be “adequate/borderline” for producing stops,536

suggesting potential ambiguity in consonant identification, which parallels, to a degree, the537

listener response data in Fig. 6 of the present study when the +1 standard deviations are538

considered.539

The perceptual effects of initial and final vowel nasalization, and duration of stop versus540

nasal consonants were not addressed in this study, but may have relevance in understanding541

the variability of listener responses. Because the timing parameters of the velopharyngeal542

coupling functions (see Fig. 2b) were identical for all V1CV2s, each successive stimulus along543

the coupling area continuum had an increased degree of V1 and V2 nasalization symmetric544

about the consonant event function. Variability in responses to the stimuli could reflect the545

way in which individual listeners weighted vowel nasalization as a perceptual cue, perhaps546

similar to the variation in patterns of both production and perception of vowel nasalization547

observed by Zellou (2017) based on mixing and matching spliced audio samples. Addition-548

ally, the duration of the consonants was exactly the same regardless of place of constriction549

and degree of velopharyngeal opening. Considering that nasal consonants are typically550

longer than stop consonants in natural speech (cf. Crystal & House, 1982), duration was551

effectively eliminated as a cue for listeners in the forced choice experiment. To address both552

vowel nasalization and duration effects, an extension of the present study could include vari-553

ation of the timing parameters of the velopharyngeal coupling function relative to the event554

functions of the vowels and the consonant (cf. Warren, Dalston, & Mayo, 1993). In addition,555
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analysis making use of the entire of the nasalance function, rather than just the peak, or556

perhaps more complex spectral analysis such as that proposed by Chen (1997), could be557

used to better understand the acoustic characteristics of vowel nasalization and duration558

that may affect listener responses to stimuli.559

A limitation of this study is that all stimuli were representative of an adult male speech560

production system. This was a deliberate starting point so that the results could be directly561

compared to those reported by Abramson et al. (1981) and Beddor and Strange (1982)562

whose stimuli were both generated with the Rubin et al. (1981) articulatory synthesizer, also563

representative of an adult male system. A next step is to perform this same experiment for564

stimuli produced with a version of the SB19 model that is representative of the developing565

speech production system of both male and female talkers (cf. Story et al., 2018). The566

aim will be to determine the velopharyngeal coupling areas at which identification of stop567

consonants switches to nasal when produced by speech production systems that are smaller568

than adult systems, and that vary across gender. Such changes to the vocal tract, nasal569

tract, and voice source will significantly modify the acoustic characteristics relative to the570

present study. There will be increases in the formant frequencies and fundamental voice571

frequency, wider harmonic spacing, and perhaps differences in the balance of nasal and oral572

energy, all of which could affect listener perception. It will be important to determine the573

relation of velopharyngeal coupling area, nasalance, and identification of stop versus nasal574

consonants in speech production systems other than adult male. Results will advance our575

understanding of some aspects of speech development and motivate further development of576

the SB19 model to generate male and female sentence-level speech for a wide range of ages.577
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FOOTNOTES583

1. The stimuli provided with this article are made available in a compressed file for-584

mat. Researchers interested in obtaining the original PCM audio files can contact the585

corresponding author.586

2. The supplementary file called “SuppPub1.xlsx” is an Excel spreadsheet containing the587

stop/nasal crossover points obtained from each listener’s response data as explained588

in the text. In addition, a text box is included in the spreadsheet that includes the589

SPSS commands used to perform the analysis.590
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TABLE CAPTIONS725

Table I: SB19 model parameter settings used to generate the V1CV2s used in the726

identification experiment. µ controls the degree of the deformation imposed on the727

vocal tract, whereas, the δnk s are the RDP for the intended acoustic/phonetic target.728

Boldface indicates attributes that were constant for all stimuli. The timing parameters729

are given in seconds where tp is the time instant at which a peak amplitude of 1.0 is730

achieved, tw is the width of a Gaussian pulse at half maximum (i.e., at an amplitude731

of 0.5), and th is the amount of time to hold at the peak value. As an example, /AdA/732

would be generated using the parameter values for V1 in col. 2, /d/ in col. 4, and the733

/A/ in col. 7.734

Table II: Velopharyngeal coupling areas at which either consonant identification735

switched from stop to nasal (columns labeled “ID”), or the nasalance crossed the736

threshold of 40% (columns labeled “Nasalance”). Standard deviations for the listener737

ID data are given in parentheses. The mean values calculated within place of constric-738

tion and across final vowel context are shown in the bottom row. The overall mean739

crossover point calculated across bilabial, alveolar, and velar place of constriction and740

four final vowel contexts was 0.046 cm2 for the listener ID data and 0.045 cm2 for741

nasalance.742
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TABLE I.

V1 C V2

Acoustic/phonetic target A b d g æ A i u

Event number, k 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 3 4

µk 0.7 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.83 0.51 0.73

δ3k 0 −1 +1 −1 0 0 0.2 0.2 0 0

δ2k -0.3 −1 +1 +1 1 -0.3 1 0.8 -1 -0.3

δ1k 1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 -0.5 -1 -0.7 -1

tpk (s) .137 .274 .274 .274 .548 .480 .411 .445 .411 .480

twk
(s) .274 .103 .103 .103 .274 .274 .206 .206 .137 .206

thk (s) 0 .034 .034 .034 .034 .068 .274 .240 .274 .206
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TABLE II.

Bilabial Alveolar Velar

ID Nasalance ID Nasalance ID Nasalance

/ACi/ 0.048 (0.011) 0.049 0.035 (0.008) 0.043 0.044 (0.013) 0.039

/ACæ/ 0.052 (0.012) 0.051 0.039 (0.009) 0.043 0.042 (0.012) 0.038

/ACA/ 0.057 (0.014) 0.052 0.049 (0.013) 0.051 0.055 (0.012) 0.042

/ACu/ 0.044 (0.013) 0.052 0.040 (0.008) 0.044 0.048 (.014) 0.038

Mean 0.051 0.050 0.041 0.045 0.047 0.039

743
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FIGURE CAPTIONS744

Figure 1: Demonstration of encoding phonetic segments in the SB19 model. Three745

resonance deflection patterns (RDPs) are shown sequenced in time from left to right746

across the top of the figure that specify the phonetic segments of the word “bad”747

(/bæd/). The δ1, δ2, and δ3 specify the direction and magnitude of the intended748

deflection of each of the first three resonance frequencies of the vocal tract relative749

to those of an underlying substrate. In the middle portion are event functions that750

transform each associated RDP into the time-varying deformation of the vocal tract751

shape (i.e., area function). The velopharyngeal coupling functions shown in the bottom752

portion would transform the {b} and {d} into {m} and {n}, respectively, and to some753

degree nasalize the vowel {æ̃}, resulting in the word “man”. (Color online)754

Figure 2: (a) Area function model of the vocal tract with coupling to the nasal tract.755

The sinus coupling locations are indicated but their cross-sectional area data can be756

found in Story (1995) and Pruthi et el. (2007). (b) The lower portion of the plot757

shows the time course of vowel and consonant perturbations of the vocal tract shape758

for production of synthetic V1CV2s. The temporal parameters tp, tw , and th shown for759

the middle event function are explained in Table I, and apply to all event functions.760

The upper portion shows 11 velopharyngeal coupling functions, An(t), used to generate761

the stimuli continua for the consonant identification experiment. (Color online)762

Figure 3: Vocal tract area functions generated for each of 12 V1CV2s along with763

their corresponding time-dependent resonance frequencies, fR1(t), fR2(t), fR3(t). The764
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gray box within each resonance frequency plot indicates the temporal extent of the765

consonant portion of each utterance. (Color online)766

Figure 4: (a) Vocal tract profile view of ACA where “C” is an alveolar consonant. (b)767

and (c) Waveforms and wideband spectrograms of stimuli 1 and 11, respectively. For768

reference, in (c), the velopharyngeal coupling function, An(t), is shown as the dotted769

line at the bottom of the spectrogram (scaled to fit on a frequency axis). (Color online)770

Figure 5: Examples of nasalance calculations for three stimuli in the /ACA/ context771

where “C” was intended to be an alveolar consonant. Pressure signals, along with772

their respective time-varying RMS contours (multiplied by 5 for easier visualization),773

are plotted in the upper part of each panel, and the calculated nasalance function is774

shown in the bottom part. These three stimuli demonstrate the nasalance near the (a)775

beginning, (b) middle and (c) end of the continuum of velopharyngeal coupling area.776

(Color online)777

Figure 6: In the top row are mean identification (ID) functions pooled from listener778

responses. Each plot (a)-(d) contains ID data for the bilabial, alveolar, and velar779

continua in one of the four final vowel contexts. The left and right edges of the780

gray rectangle in each plot represent, respectively, coupling areas at the 50 percent781

crossover point that are one standard deviation below the minimum mean and one782

standard deviation above the maximum mean of the three ID curves (denoted by “-783

1s” and “+1s”). Each plot (e)-(h) contains data points representing the peak nasalance784

calculation for each stimulus in the bilabial, alveolar, and velar continua in one of the785
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four final vowel contexts. The gray box in each of these plots shows the range of area786

coupling crossover points across the three nasalance curves. (Color online)787
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/AdA/ → /AnA/ max[An(t)] = 0 cm2 max[An(t)] = 0.1 cm2

(a) (b) Stimulus 1 (c) Stimulus 11

FIG. 4.
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max[An(t)] = 0.02 cm2 max[An(t)] = 0.05 cm2 max[An(t)] = 0.1 cm2

(a) Stimulus 3 (b) Stimulus 6 (c) Stimulus 11

FIG. 5.
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ACi ACæ ACA ACu
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FIG. 6.
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